HEALTH SITUATION UPDATE

LATEST MEASURES BY THE ARGENTINE GOVERNMENT

- **04/08/2020** The Ministry of Health designates the Argentine Society of Intensive Care as an advisory institution for the training of HR in the context of the pandemic.
- **04/07/2020** The Government defines how the quarantine/lockdown will continue, analyzing if it becomes more flexible by sector.
- **04/02/2020** The list of activities and services declared essential in the emergency is expanded.
- **03/20/2020** The Emergency Decree (DNU) on *preventive and mandatory social isolation* entered into force. Scope and exceptions.

MOST-QUOTED SPOKESPERSONS

- **Alberto Fernández** (President of the Argentine Republic)
- **Carla Vizzotti** (Secretary of Healthcare Access, Ministry of Health)
- **Diego Santilli** (Deputy Head of Buenos Aires City Government)

MOST-ADDRESSED TOPICS IN MEDIA

- Malbrán Hospital scientists deciphered the genome of local COVID-19 (Clarín)
- The quarantine/lockdown will run until April 23 (Clarín)
- New Zealand is crushing the curve (LN)
- More provinces recommend the use of respiratory masks (Télam)
- WHO recommends against lifting restrictions too quickly (El Cronista)
- Tenembaum interviews Dr. Vizzotti (Radio Con vos)
- Community transmission cannot be calculated without population testing (Perfil)
- Images of the Coronavirus in the world (Canal 26)

Proprietary content of CAEME:

10 Q&A to avoid panic and misinformation